AN ONLINE DATABASE WHICH IS AS EASY TO USE AS EXCEL AND AS POWERFUL AS SQL

Worksheet Systems is an online database software which allows anybody to build custom online database applications with ease, control and confidence. No coding required!

TAKE CONTROL OF YOUR DATA

DEFINE
Maintain the consistency and integrity of your data with a clear, customized data structure.

CONTROL
You can control who can see and edit your data. Our audit trail allows you to keep track of who made changes to your data (and when!)

CUSTOMIZE
Customize the look and feel of your data. Build charts, create spreadsheet-like tables, dashboards and more.

Worksheet Systems makes it easy to build enterprise-worthy database solutions and custom business applications which you can access from any device. Robust controls protect your data so you can share and collaborate it with anyone.

Worksheet Systems can handle any data related task. Use it for managing everything from inventory management and simple customer lists to more complex business processes like outgrown clunky spreadsheets or generic software products.

HAPPY CUSTOMERS
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WORKSHEET SYSTEMS
**BENEFITS DELIVERED TO BUSINESS AND IT DEPARTMENTS**

- **Increase productivity**
- **Infinitely Customizable.**
- **A single and consistent UI across all applications and functions.**
- **A quicker IT turn around time**
- **Excel-like web interface or native excel (just like Bloomberg’s BDP function).**
- **Cost saving.**
- **Much quicker time to solution.**
- **Easier maintenance and support.**
- **Fully functional SQL support.**

---

**RUNNING A BUSINESS IS HARD WORK. MANAGING YOUR DATA SHOULDN’T BE.**

Worksheet Systems is an online database software which allows you to regain control on corporate data hidden in excel spreadsheets, provide invaluable insight and ensure your decisions are made on accurate and up to date information.

---

**FEATURES**

**DATA STRUCTURE**
Define a clear data structure to ensure consistency and integrity across all of your data.

**MULTIPLE VIEWS**
Create multiple views of your data with a spreadsheet-like interface and a variety of charts.

**AUDIT TRAIL**
Keep track of who changed your data and when. Audit trail also shows you where the changes were made.

**SECURITY & ACCESS CONTROL**
Permissions allow you to control who can see and edit your data. Share a worksheet or just a portion of one.

**IMPORT/EXPORT**
You can import and export your data at any time. Continuously update your tables with greater control.

**CLOUD BASED**
Access your data from anywhere, on any device. No need for any additional hardware or software licenses.

---

**FalconSoft HQ, 5 Bonhill Street, London, EC2A 4BX, UK**

**+44 (0) 20 3393 7233**

**info@worksheet.systems**

www.worksheet.systems